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Homecoming parade canceled
By Sandy Stone
staff writer

For 10 years, high school bands,
decorated cars and flashy floats have
wound around the JMU campus and
through Harrisonburg streets in the
annual homecoming parade.
But not in '84.
The Student Alumni Association,
the 60- to 80-member group that
traditionally has planned the parade,
decided this summer to cancel the
parade due to lack of spectators and
student involvement.
"Our primary concern was the
tremendous effort that went into the

homecoming parade — it took time,
effort and expenses," said Tom
Watkins, director of alumni services.
"And after all that work by just a
few groups, it was just not well attended," he said.
The parade, which usually was led
by the JMU ROTC program and the
JMU Marching Royal Dukes, also
consisted of about 10 high school
bands, six to eight floats made by the
larger well-financed organizations
on campus, decorated cars representing clubs and alumni and the 10
Ms. Madison contestants.
Except for students who hung out

dorm windows along Madison Drive
to watch the passing parade, spectators were sparse, Watson said.
"Once you got past Duke (Fine
Arts Building), there were very few
people watching. There are no
dorms or buildings along Main
Street where people really congregate, and then you get into the
business district where only passersby would see the parade."
In lieu of the homecoming parade,
changes have been made in the Oct.
19-21 schedule of events, as well as
new events planned.
The schedule is as follows:
a> The homecoming dance, to be

held Oct. 19, will be expanded.
This year, the dance will be held in
the Godwin Hall gymnasium instead
of the Warren Campus Center
Ballroom.
"We really want to do it bigger
and better to encourage more
students to come," Watkins said.
A casual party-like atmosphere in
the decorated gym hopefully will encourage better attendance, Watkins
said.
a* Ms. Madison will be crowned
at the dance. In addition, the SAA
wants Ms. Madison to be recognized
See PARADE page 2 ►

Boys' clubhouse raided
By Sandy Stone

staff writer

Most boys build their clubhouses
in trees, or perhaps in an abandoned
Held somewhere.
But during the summer, four Harrisonburg youths transformed the
abandoned Kappa Sigma fraternity
house into a clubhouse of their own.
The escapades of the boys lasted
only a few days — from June 3 to
June 6 — before campus police
discovered the hideaway, took the
youths into custody and released
them to their parents, campus police
said.
The four Thomas Harrison Junior
High School students apparently
spread word around the
neighborhood, encouraging friends
to visit the second-floor room of the
house.
Red arrows were painted along the
walls in the hallways and up the
stairs leading to the door of the
"clubhouse," which read "This is
the Place," police said.
The boys' decorating efforts included four piled-up mattresses, a
refrigerator, a stereo system, and
playboy centerfolds hung on the
walls, police said.
"They had a real neat little place
going on there," said Alan Mac-
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Nutt, director of campus police.
"But I think we got it stopped before
they really got a chance to get the
ball off the ground."
About SI50 damage was done to
the fraternity house, and another
$250 damage was done to various
items owned by the fraternity and its
members, police repotted.
The parents of the youths will be
billed for damages, police said.
Kappa Sigma fraternity submitted
the full extent of damages to campus
police Monday.
In addition to breaking into the
house, the juveniles allegedly broke
into a storage room and borrowed
some items to use in their clubhouse.
Police said the youths also used a
fire extinguisher in the house. When
the dry chemicals in the extinguisher
caused smoke alarms to sound off,
the youths batted many alarms from
the ceilings, breaking or damaging
most of them, police said.
Police were on the youths' track
for a few days before apprehending
them. "We weren't sure who it
was," MacNutt said.
"We would go to the house every
day, and notice differences — like
cigarette butts in the ash trays.
Although others were involved, we
finally narrowed it down to the four
individuals who set this whole deal
up."

Robin Haig, a professional balilerina
and tho wtfa of a JMU assistant pro'•*»<*. helped choreograph a dance
production hora.
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Tiny bubbles
Susan Mayberry, a JMU freshman,
"relieves tension" Monday on the quad.

Two
or two

The JMU soccer team wins Its second season game 2-0 against
Radford University Tuesday.
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Jogging trail opens
By Halt Irabi

Staff writer

Construction of the twomile jogging trail behind the
Convocation Center was completed this summer.
"Construction started last
October and it was finished
the first part of June," said
Dr. Robert Scott, vice president for student affairs.
George Marcum, physical
plant director, said the trail
took about two weeks to
build. However, bad weather
conditions hut Spring caused
an eight-month delay.
The trail cost $10,000.
There were no additional costs
because of the delay.
:a

The university and the SGA
each are paying half. The SGA
agreed to match the
university's $5,000 contribution.
The trail begins on the Convocation Center side of the
underpass, winds around the
center and through the woods,
then circles back to its beginning.

It has a gravel base and is
about 10,000 feet long.
Ail property is owned by the
university.
"It's very pretty, quiet, and
peaceful, but it's very hilly,"
Scott said.
"It's meant to encourage
students to use an alternative
to the roads," he said.
The trail can be used by
anybody as a jogging or walking facility. Also, students
who use Port Republic Road
may use it as a shortcut to get
to campus.
"Students can get to the
trail by using the back entrance to the Convocation
Center," Scott said. There are
signs at the beginning of the
trail and where it crosses the
back road leading to the Convocation Center.
Exercise stations and
lighting are not included in the
project, but if enough interest
is shown they might be added,
Scott said.
Scott said he has not received any comments from
students on the trail so far. "I
don't think students know
about it yet.
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Parade
e» (Continued from page 1)

not only at halftime of the football
game, but at other events and activities that day.
•* A campus decorating contest
will be held Oct. 20.
This year, campus groups and
organizations can decorate residence
halls and buildings or build scenes in
front of their building.
"With the parade, only large
groups that had financial backing
could afford to build a float and get
vehicles to carry the float," Wat kins
said. "But with the decorating con-
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test, you don't have to be as
elaborate to show your colors and
say who you are. The campus will be
festive for all the alumni to see."
The theme for the decorating contest probably will be "Carrier's
1984: The School of the Future."
Prizes will be awarded.
_ ► A pep rally will be held Oct. 18
for the JMU vs. Northeastern
University game Oct. 20.
► Again this year, any group can
design a banner that will be hung in
the stadium and judged during the
football game. Prizes will be awarded.
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City extends taxi service
By Erlka Byrd
staff writer

The Harrison burg City Cab Co.'s new 24-hour
cab service "Tickct-To-Ride" could mean a ticket
to life for many would-be drunk drivers.
In the past eight months Harrisonburg police
charged 181 persons with drunken driving, according to Capt. Martin Stroble. In the first six months of 1984, 124 persons were charged with
drunken driving; 63 of them were college age.
To help combat the drunken driving problem,
City Cab began a 24-hour cab service Thursdays
through Sundays.
Ticket-To-Ride began Aug. 30 and as the name
implies, it operates on a ticket basis.
"Parents or friends might be more inclined to
give (someone in need of a ride) a ticket instead of
money for a ride," said Reggie Smith, Harrisonburg's director of transportation.
The price for four tickets is $10; tickets are not
sold separately.
The average cab fare within city limits is $3 to
$3.50, and the rate increases by 50 cents after midnight, so riders can save money with Ticket-toRide, Smith said.
"Even if you have to pay a cab fare for a ride

home you're still saving money, because sooner or
later you're going to get caught," he said.
Since the service began, Ticket-To-Ride has had
"pretty good business until 3 a.m.," Smith said.
"We've had enough callers to keep two drivers until 2:30 a.m."
Its first night in operation City Cab received one
call; the second night, six; and the third night,
eight. But the number of callers jumped to fifteen
Saturday.
The reason for its slow start might be that
Ticket-To-Ride did not begin with a big promotional campaign. Instead, a few radio announcements were made and flyers were placed in
local bars. Each bar was offered a package of discount tickets to distribute.
Steve Parry, owner and manager of Car's bar
and restaurant on Main Street, said he is surprised
there has not been more response to the program.
"But it's still early. If I see someone who is intoxicated and ask if they will be driving I give them a
free ticket," he said.
Smith said, "We have had good cooperation
with the bars," but he decided it would be better
for the service to spread .by word-of-mouth
because he didn't want cab drivers bombarded
during the program's first weekend in service.

In addition to late-night partiers, the Ticket-ToRide program is also meant to benefit other area
residents, Smith said. Many local factories and the
hospital change shifts at midnight.
Public reaction to the program has been, "It's
about time," Sirjjth said.
In addition to increased cab service, Harrisonburg transportation runs a shuttle bus and a transit
bus downtown each evening — later on Thursdays
through Sundays — until bars close. Students may
ride these buses free.
► CARS (Catch A Ride Safely) — not to be
confused with the local bar — is a JMU service
sponsored by the Camus Catholic Ministry. It
operates on a similar basis, taking calls from 11
p.m. to 3 a.m. Friday and Saturday nights, except
there is no charge.
CARS served JMU students and faculty from
the third week of January through the third week
of April. It did not operate during the summer.
It resumed its service Friday, Sept. 7 with 100
volunteers on the roster. There were five riders Friday night and two riders Saturday night.
According to Phil Danaher, CARS director,
CARS averages 16 riders per night, but it varies.
"One night we had no riders, some nights we have
had 35," he said.

Boiler room transformed into museum
By Jill Roulley

••

Staff photo by JOHN KE8SLER

Mary Klee preparee an exhibit for the Life Science Museum, which
opened la at eemeeter. The museum, located In Room 10 of Bumiee
Hall, la open Tueedaya and Fridays from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

It's amazing what a few donations
and a little ingenuity have done to
Room 10 in Burruss Hall.
Formerly a boiler room, Room 10
now houses JMU's Life Science
Museum.
In the making for about one and a
half years, the museum, which formally opened last semester, houses
over 3,500 specimens including rare
and exotic moths and butterflies
from 52 countries, fish and bird
mounts and an egg collection.
The bulk of the collection was
donated by the W.H. Plumb family
of Waynesboro and it forms a
"core*' for the museum.
When Plumb died he left the collection in the hands of his sons and
daughters who wanted to give it to
someone who could maintain and
use it. According to Dr. James
Grimm, a JMU professor of biology
and curator of the museum, "I had
Mr. Plumb's son in one of my
classes in 1961.1 hadn't seen him for
20 years, and when I did he gave me
the collection. The only request was
that students and the public be able
to view it."
Grimm strongly emphasizes the
teaching purpose of the museum,
which he claims "should be used at
all levels, the philosophy being that
museum specimens are hard to come
by and therefore should be used to
the best advantage."
Contributions to the museum are
always welcome. John Coffman, a
printer from Timberville, has
donated specimens from his collection of about 10,000 mounted moths
and butterflies, and the first

monetary contribution of $50 came
from a former JMU student.
A seashell collection from the
South Pacific given by a graduate
student this year is another donation.
As soon as more space is acquired,
the museum will expand. "We
would like to add live displays, video
monitors, slide shows and dry mount
displays of mammals and reptiles
which would give a 3-D look to the
museum," Grimm said. He visits
taxidermists and other museums to
learn "how to make ours more effective and better than the average
museum."
Commenting on the more than 52
countries from which the specimens
came, Grimm said, "You name it
and it's there — Russia included."
Almost as impressive as the
geographic variety is the care taken
of the aged specimens — some
dating back to 1915. "We have to
keep moth balls inside the glass
panels to prevent tiny beetles from
eating the insects," said Mary Klee,
a senior biology major who works in
the museum cleaning and straightening displays.
"We have to be very careful when
we handle the specimens because
many of them are very fragile —
especially the butterflies, whose
wings are sometimes hanging on only by a thread (due to their age)."
The museum will be open on
Tuesdays and Fridays from 1-4 p.m.
and as Grimm awaits word about
more space from the administration,
who have so far given "complete
support," he said he extends a
special invitation to students.
"We want to make this one of the
best museums around," he said.
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Mr.
Shoe's
Opening Thursday!
Mr. Shoe's will get you on your
feet and then you will be complete.
All name brand boots and
shoes Vi price or less.
Now in stock:
Men's and women's VAN
shoes • Vi Off.
Mr. Shoe's is going to his shrink. If the
shrink says he's alright, he'll have a
surprise In a few weeks for J.M.U.
14 E. Water St.
Behind the Animal House

l&NTHgJES
2K Diamond Engagement Ring
with written appraisal $1800

150 S. Main St., Downtown Harrisonburg

14K Gold Wedding Bands
from $20

MEN'S LEE JEANS
Straight Leg & Boot Cut
Reg. $19.98 SALE $17.97

Quality Furniture
Priced Affordably And
Useable For A Lifetime
14 Graham St.

434-2375

LADIES' LEE RIDERS
Reg. $24.98 SALE $17.97

434-1074

NW Corner, Court Square
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KENMORE STREET-CHICAGO A VENUE-VALLEY MALL
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Sunday, Sept. 16
8 p.m. Wilson Hall
Tickets General Admission
$3.00 Advance and At Door
Tickets Available at UPB Box Office

Pia Maiocco Jan Kuehnemund
Janet Gardner Laurie Hedlund
Bass Guitar
Lead Guitar, vocals Lead Vocals. Guitar. Keys
Drums, Vocals

VIXEN lust recently made the sound
track for the movie 'HARD BODIES'
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newsfile
Band to play
at Redskins
game Sunday
The JMU Marching Royal Dukes
will perform during the halftimc
ceremonies of the Washington Redskins vs. New York Giants game
Sunday at RFK Stadium in
Washington, D.C.

The 300-member band is directed
by Pat Rooney, who also directed
the All-American College Band at
Walt Disney World for the last three
years and served on the organizing
committee for the All-American
Collegiate Band at the Los Angeles
Summer Olympics.

guest band at the Mount Vernon
Classic in Alexandria Oct. 20.

The Dukes perform at all JMU
home football games. This fall they
will also play at the Parade of Champions Marching Contest held at
JMU Oct. 13 and will appear as

The following students were
elected as Student Government
Senators Monday:
For the Bluest one dorms, Richard
Berry, Ashby; Leslie Deck,

45 SGA senators
elected Monday

OUR NURSING
SCHOLARSHIP WILL HELP
YOUR PROFESSIONAL PLANS.
If high tuition costs
are jeopardizing your future in nursing, Army
ROTC may have just
what the doctor ordered:
An Army ROTC
scholarship.
ROTC recently set
aside hundreds of scholarships solely for nursing
students like yourself.
Each one covers
full tuition, books and
other supplies, and pays
you up to $1,000 each
school year it's in effect.
So make an appointment to find out
more about an Army
ROTC scholarship.
Contact your Professor of Military
Science today.

ARMY ROTC
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Contact Captain Torres
Stadium Building, Room F205
" Phone 568-6355
MW 14:00-14:50
TTH 10:50-11:40

Cleveland; Shelley Walker, Converse; Brian Little, Gifford; Bruce
Windesheim.Glick; John McKeever,
Hoffman; Denise Mumley, Logan;
John Cook, Shenandoah; David
Klementz, Spots wood ; Laura
Niswander, Wayland; and Lisa Penman, Wine Price.
For the Lake Complex, Leslie
Myers, Chandler; Danielle
McWilliams and Kathy Sayko,
Eagle; and Keith Robertson, Shorts.
For the Village, Beth Kessler, Bell;
Cindy Twining, Chappclcar; Jacqueline Groah, Dingledine; Suzie
Cook, Frederikson Brian Young,
Garber; Greg Gromada, Hanson;
Gail Bache, Hillside; Beth Rogers,
Huffman; Leslie Quezaire,
Ikcnberry; Debbie Lynn, McGrawLong; Rick Taplin, Weaver; and
Gary McCoy, White.
For Presidential Apartments,
Nsimbi Buthelczi and Tina Cason.
The following were elected commuter senators: ChristineAUshouse,
Michael Doherty, Heidi Harper,
Lynn Oliver, James O'Hear, Jesse
Ortiz, David Robertson, Steven
Schwab, Randy See, Joe Tagliareni,
Packy Turner, Andre Wallace, and
Elizabeth McKinley.
Elected Greek senators were Brian
O'Mara, Sandy Sneen, and Ray
Olsen.
— Tracy Wimmer

University relations
director chosen
JMU has a new director of university relations.
Fred Hilton will have responsibility for the supervision of JMU's office of public and sports information; the printing and publications
offices; the JMU News, the faculty
and staff newspaper; and Montpelier, the JMU alumni magazine.
As assistant to vice president Dr.
Ray Sonner from 1975 to 1984,
Hilton served as spokesman for the
university with the news media. He
will continue in this role, along with
his former duties of preparing
speeches and special releases for
JMU President Ronald Carrier.
Earlier Hilton had been director
of public information at JMU from
1972 to 1975. From 1964 to 1972 he
was a reporter for the Roanoke
Times, receiving four first-place
awards in news reporting from the
Virginia Press Association.
Under Hilton's supervision, the
JMU News, Montpelier and several
publications prepared for special
events at JMU have won numerous
awards from the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education and the National School Public
Relations Association.
As director of university relations,
Hilton will move this week from his
office in Hillcrest to Wilson 307. His
new phone number will be 568-6154.

VIDEO WORLD
Has Come To Town
Harrisonburgs First Complete Video Movie Store
1000's of movies VHS & BETA »AII Ratings

GRAND OPENING
OPENING THURS. SEPT. 13
Join Video Worlds Movie Club and

RENT
MOVIES

$150

75*

EACH EXTRA
DAY
Jorang Video Molds mowe csjto we let
yow Farr#y cftooae *o« the areas Largest Setecbon
of Top Rate Video Mtwie Entertainment Durog
The Sate Period we are Rening ai our G-R Rated Movies For S1 50
The Frst Day (reg 2 00; and 75' Eacti Extra Day (Reg 1 00>

1 YEAR CLUB
MEMBERSHIP
$1495
SALE ENDS OCT. 1
10OP's of MOVIES VHS & BETA -ALL RATINGS

PARTIAL MOVIE LISTING
Romancing The Stone
Icaman
Tarms ot Endoarmant
The teg CUM
AI The WgM Moves
CnndrjnofThaCom
Tha Right Stwff
Mian II On Rio
Purple Haam

Target Eagle
Spring Faver
Junkman
Star Wart
Crackers
Wait Dianey Gok)

Cat*

Wacatwn
Mrty Harry
4s Hrs.

Jane Fonda
nnwatic Caaaady
A PfftQfw Hi nctvtn
JawaM
EateeAftve
Horse SoMtera
Splash
Tank
Lassitar
Siakwood
Chrialina
Dead Zona

Footloose
SideenCendi
Cara Baort
Ma-man
Oid Vatiar
Big Red
St toes
Dumbo
Scandalous
Reposaan
DasM Bowie
Angel

Vertigo
Rear Window
Reckless
Swina Shift
Hard To Hold
UaHstlMuHy Yours
Zombie
■n HI
After The Foi

MadHouaa
Mr Mom
IQToMidnita
Trading Placas
Waekand Pasa
Harry and Son
Boys In Company C
Green Baratt
Uncommon Valor
Undarfira

STOP BY FOR A COMPLETE LIST
WE STOCK A COMPLETE UNE OF VIDEO ACCESSORIES AND BLANK TAPE

REMT A VIDEO RECORDER 'T95 a Day
We Sell Video
Recorders Too
OPEN

SANYO

From 279"

FISHER

From 399«

TOSHIBA

From •3i£

VIDEO WORLD

™\*f 40S.CaritonSt.

Across From Ctoverleaf Shopping Ctr
Same Center As Radio Shack

"""■•^•Ift*

Sale Ends
Oct.1

Sun. 12-5

434-0065
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Freshman
injured
in assault
By Sandy Stone
police reporter

A freshman student suffered a
broken jaw after he allegedly was
assaulted by a freshman football
player, campus police reported.

The victim did not press assault
and battery charges against the football player, but at his request the
case is being handled through the
university judicial system.
A judicial charge is made when
university policy is broken. It is
reviewed by university judicial officials. Police do not release the
names of students charged judicially.
The incident occurred about 1:30
a.m. Sept. 2 near the gazebo at
Bluestone Drive and Duke's Drive
after the two men apparently got in a

dispute concerning a JMU woman,
police said.
Campus police also reported the
following incidents:
Public drunkenness charged
Two students and one non-student
were arrested and charged with public
drunkenness, police said.
►•Student Thomas F. Casey, 21, of
Camp Springs, Md., was arrested about
12:10 a.m. Sept. 6 at the top of Greek
Row, police said.
»■ Student John W. Momot, 20, of Richmond was arrested about 5 a.m. Saturday at Newman Drive near Greek Row,
police said.

MEET

YOUR
COORSCAMPUS

•» Non-student Matthew G. Brewer, 21,
of Vienna was arrested about 4:20 am.
Tuesday In Bell Hall, police said.
Drunken driving charged
Two non-students were arrested and
charged with drunken driving, police
said.
e* Michael D. Stroupe, 22, of Penn
Laird, Va., was arrested about 1:35 a.m.
Saturday at Madison Drive near Logan
Hall, police said.
»► Paul B. Templeton, 20, of
McGaheysvllle was arrested about 3 a.m.
Friday at the service drive beside Warren
Campus Center, police said.
Vandalism
*- A car windshield was smashed
behind Wayland Hall between 11:30 p.m.
and midnight Saturday, police said.
A rock from the railroad tracks apparently was thrown through the windshield, causing $150 damage, police
said.
Petty larceny
*-A $185 watch was stolen from a
room in Logan Hall between 5 p.m. and 6
p.m. Aug. 26, police said.
The incident was reported Sept. 6. A
student left the watch on a dresser and
left the room with the door unlocked,
police said.
»► A $30 textbook was stolen from a
cubicle In the JMU bookstore about 12:05
p.m. Monday, police said.
The accounting book apparently was
stolen while a student was shopping In
the bookstore, police said.
•► A $30 textbook was stolen from Carrier Library about 2 p.m. Monday, police
said.
A student left the production management book unattended on a table, police
said.
»► Eleven dollars was stolen from a
room in Cleveland Hall between 3 p.m.
and 6 p.m. Sunday, police said.
The door to the room had been unlocked, and the money was left In a wallet on
a desk, police said.
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City police reported the following
incidents:
Drunken driving charged
** Student Nancy J. Moran, 20, of Harrlsonburg was arrested and charged with
drunken driving about 2:40 a.m. Sunday
at Main and Grace streets.
Urinating In public charged
** Student John L. Bugenhagen, 20, of
Rockvllle, Md., was arrested and charged
with urinating in public about 6:55 p.m.
Saturday at the Convocation Center.

Three promoted

they"

^QOi(y

Three women joined the ranks of
food services management during
the summer, two of them contract
dining (D-hall) and the third joining
the staff of Duke's Grill.
Michele Garand, M.S., R.D.,
joined contract dining in June,
replacing food service dietitian Jean
Copper, R.D., who retired last spring after a 37-year career at JMU.
Ann Leake also came into contract dining as an assistant manager
in the service department, replacing
Nancy Carrier, who transferred to
the D-hall production department. *>
Julia Butler became an assistant
manager at Duke's Grill replacing
Cathy Thomas, who resigned in Jury
to move to South Carolina.
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FALL SEMESTER PROGRAMS

Ciro's

4

Counseling and Student Development Center
200 Alumnae Hall
Study Skills A Learning Assessment
Eating and Self-image Qroup
Alternate Lifestyle Qroup
Vocational Counseling
Personal Counseling
Math Anxiety Qroup
—
Women's Qroup ■ The Woman Within
Outreach Program
Walk-In Time (3-5p.m., Mon - Thurs, No appointment needed)

For information about these and our other services,
please call or visit the Center.

•
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Neapolitan Plaxa

Cheese, Tomato Sauce
1 combination
2 combination
3 combination
4 combination
* / «ny 3 items

4.50
5.00
5.30
6.00
6.30
7.00

6.50
7.50
8.50
9.50
9.75
10.00

Cheese, Tomato Sauce 3.75 S.OO 5.30
1 combination
4.23 5.85 6.50
2 combination
4.80 6.70 7.23
3 combination
5.35 7.55 8.00
4 combination
5.90 7.80 8.60
w/any 5 items
6.45 8.10 9.00

SHUM

»

- WELCOMES - STUDENTS Sunday Bible Study
9:43 A. M.
Worship
11:00 A.M.
2 Blocks North of the Quad on
Main St.

®

AUTO nuns
For EWfytnMtQ

Automotive
Foreign or Domestic
Studanta Radava 10% Discount
On All Cash Purchaaaa
Exoapt Sal* Hams im JMU

I D.J

Op«o 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
4344418

FLOWERS
FOR ALU
OCCASIONS

CORSAGES,
BOUTONNlERfS,
BOUQUETS,

$ LoVs of Beautiful

w
GHEEN

«0«rfr

«. MAIM

PLANTS

r

and the Sundance Kid, Star Wars...
Now picture yourself having the adventure of your life.
It's called the Survival Game. It's the fastest growing
sport in America. To win, you'll have to be more alert than
you've ever been in your life. And more resourceful. You'll
also need speed, stealth, courage, and a good aim. And luck.
You'll learn more about yourself in 2 hours than you can
in a lifetime.
The Survival Game is adult hide and seek, chess in the
woods, a living video game that evokes all the excitement
of childhood games. It's a team or individual sport with
men and women from all walks of life each carrying a
survival game pistol that shoots a paint-filled gelatin
capsule. The object is to iind your opponents flag hidden
somewhere in the woods and return it for victory while
stopping the opponents from doing the same. And you can
stop them with a squeeze of the trigger and a splatter of paint.
Millions have seen the publicity in Life, Time. Sports
P.M. Magazine, to name just a little of the attention. And
there'll be more at the National Championships this year
Americas fastest growing sport... may be the adventure of your life!
uuraoor Adventures Ltd

P.O. 1192
Falls Church, VA 22042-0192

^GAZEBO
VAlklV MALL
>*^>t■>lOi^
' Uslllltf

kali ■

U*U

■■■■■■■■i

16"

Ground beef, Pepperoni, Onion, Sausage, Mushrooms, Ham, Black Olives, Sweet or Hot
Peppers, Anchovies, Extra Cheese, Meat Bads

Tom Reynolds; Pastor

60 East Rock Street
Harrisonburg VA 22801

14"

IM

Harrisonburg
Baptist Church

BIG

12"

I $2.00 discount with college IJ>.
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(the body shop]
434-7234

f&

OUTDOOR WEAR AMI EQWPMEHT

188 S. Mason SI.
Harrison burg

LAST CHANCE

We are changing Clothes for the fashion toward woman:
See the new fall lines of:

To Get PolarFleece Jackets At This Low Price.
Most PolarFleece Jackets
Retail
For $50.00 To $60.00

ONLY 29.95

•Organically Grown
•Santa Cruz
•Michel
•EZ Street
•Gould

^_^_ At Wilderness Voyagers

•Gunne sax
•Cherokee Sportswear
•Chic
•Zena

•Lee
And Much More
60 W. Water St.. Harrisonburg, VA
Phone 434-7647

Come visit the new body shop
2 N. Main St.
downtown - court square

MWWAY * MARKET
757 Warsaw Ave.

4347948
BEER

BUDWEISER (Reg. / Ught) 12 pk cans
BUSCH 6. bk cans
COORS (Beg./ Light) 12 pk cans
COORS (Reg. / Light) 12 pk cans
STROHS (Reg./Light) 6 pk cans
OLD MILWAUKEE (Reg./Light) 6 pk cans
BECK'S (Light & Dark)6 pkbtls
MOLSON'S ■ ale, beer, golden
MOOSEHEAD
HAMM'S 6 pk cans
GOEBELS(6pk
$1.69) 12 pk
SCHAEFFER(6pk
$1.69) 12pk
LONESTAR (Reg./ Light) 12pk
RETURNABLES
COORS/COORS UGHT (plus deposit)
BUSCH (plus deposit)
NATIONAL BOHEMIAN (plus deposit)
OLD MILL
BUD
COORS
BUSCH
STROHSOR BULL
SCHAFFER

KEQS

Open Nightly Till Midnight

$9.49
$8.49
$5.99

JSr
**>°

$17.99 (%),
$23.99(V«),
$22.99 (V*)
Not Available ('A),

Vi $27.99
Vi $37.99
Vi $34.99
Vi $28.99
Vi $27.99
Vi $24.99

OTHER

COKE (Reg. or Diet) 6 pk btls
SPRITE (Reg. or Diet) 6 pkbtls
CIGARETTES carton (Reg.)

$4.99
$2.19
$2.49
$4.89
$2.29
$2.19
$3.99
$2.99
$3.19
$1.39
$2.99
$3.19
$3.99

$6.59, (100's)

M

^

&Jp

$1.89
$189
$6.79

Expression Hair Cutters
1431 South Main Street

ffr|c««.GQQd Throvgh 9 • 16 • 84
tit t.

>.».. i...tL» nm,,. mum nun >i n

434-7065

Arlsb People
Professional dancer shares skill here
By Karen Brown
3ta" Ante

Sitting so erect that she looks like a
statue of a slender Greek goddess, she
makes quick gestures with her hands as
she speaks with a soft Australian accent,
occasionally breaking into a jovial
uninhibited laugh.
While growing up in Kalgoorlie, a small
gold mining town in Western Australia,
Robin Haig says she never would have
guessed that one day she would become a
world-traveling ballet dancer and perform
with such greats as Rudolf Nureyev and
Dame Margot Fonteyn.
Now Haig makes her home in Harrisonburg with her husband. Dr. John Lee, a JMU
assistant professor of English, and their
two daughters. Elissa and Sophie.
"I was one of those dainty children who
leapt over flower beds and things and people said to my mother and father, 'You
ought to have taught her dancing,'" says
Haig.
At her parent's urging, Haig began to
take tap and theatrical dance classes at the
age of eight, but had no interest in it at the
time. She calls her first lessons a 'dismal
failure."

I

But at age 11, Haig began taking lessons
at Linley Wilson's School of Ballet in Perth,
the capital city of Western Australia. It was
not long before Wilson, one of two pioneers
of classical ballet in Australia in the 1920s
and 1930s, singled out Haig to say she
thought she could make a ballet dancer out
of her. And that is what Wilson did.
A 30-year veteran of professional dancing, Haig is still active in the dance world as
a guest teacher and choreographer. Her
latest accomplishment was choreographing a solo for Cynthia Thompson in
JMU's first concert to feature just dance
faculty and guest choreographers earlier
this month.
On Sept. 20. Haig will begin instructing
weekly intermediate and advanced dancers
in a series of open master classes at Main
Street Dance Studio in downtown Harrisonburg.
Her recent choreographic work with the
faculty program and also her visits as a
guest teacher have won Haig a reputation
as a gracious artist and person.
Thompson, an assistant professor of
dance, says of Haig, "She helped me to be
able to give to the audience .. .She is a very
selfless person, and there is a giving quality
about her and about her dancing."

Phol

ROBIN HAIG

Repertor^Tourlnn ^6Ct0r °f ,he Contemporary
ene^qe?iLnriTr9 HC°mpany' saVs- "She's very
but ovial and
Snt
abount
J people
^nd!mandin
i work hard
Plea
sant about
,t so
really 9want to
for
0
ith the
orgSio
aand ^ZT"
*'* im
Pressed
aan.zai.on; and
rap.d.ty with
which
Haig" works.

See HAIG page 11 ►
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FOCUS

• • • • Buy, beg, borrow or steal
• • • Better than most
* * Beats studying
• Soon to be in bargain bin

Gordon Light foot while backup vocals are
used sparsely and effectively.
"South Central Rain" and "Pretty Persuasion" are so melodic and thoughtful that
listeners are bound to be impressed.
What type of music is R.E.M. developing?
Critics hope it is a reawakening of the guitar,
bass, and drums in everyday music — music
that relies more on the writer's ability to
create images in a listener's mind than on
videos.

Go Insane,

Lindsey Buckingham
* •
Reckoning, R.EM.

• • • •
R.E.M. follows its remarkable first
release, "Murrmur," with an equally
fascinating second album, "Reckoning." On
this album, R.E.M. retains a strikingly fresh,
unproduced and original sound that sets the
album miles apart from top-forty radio.
R.E.M. is from Athens, Oa., the town that
gave us the B-52's. There must be something
in Athens' college-town atmosphere that
causes bands to lead rather than to follow.
Just as the B-52*s came in on the leading edge
of new wave, R.E.M. seems equally in the
forefront — the question is "of what?"
Band members Bill Berry, Mike Mills,
Michael Stipe, and Peter Buck have carved
their own sound. The lead vocal sounds like

Haig
► (Continued from page 10)

Trammell says that Haig's most significant contribution to her was Haig's sharing of her
background and experience.
Trammell refers to Haig's extensive training
which began full time when Haig was 14 years old.
After joining Wilson's school, Haig grew to love
ballet, but says she kept secret her ambitions to be
a professional dancer.
"Through my early teenage years ... I never
really admitted to wanting to be a dancer to many
people because people thought it was more like a
hobby for a girl to do dancing — it just wasn't a
career," says Haig.
Haig chose to leave school at 14 to begin training
for professional dancing. At 17, she won a Royal
Academy of Dancing scholarship for study in
England, but she opted to postpone her education
and went to Melbourne to join a small company of
young Australian dancers headed by a1 well-known
classical dancer, Walter Gore.
After the group disbanded in less than a year,
Haig traveled to England to take up her scholarship. In 1957, at 20, she was accepted into the
Royal Ballet. For the next four years, she toured
the United States, U.S.S.R. and Europe.
After one of her performances with the Royal
Ballet, she received a phone call at 1 a.m. from

Most people are familiar with Lindsey
Buckingham through his association with
one of the best bands of the 1970s, Fleetwood
Mac. Now with his second solo album, Buckingham showcases his talents on "Go
Insane." He not only co-produces the album,
he also plays most of the instruments. It is
clearly an album where the listener is offered
the musical ideas of Buckingham, exclusively.
This is an album with no gray areas. The
lyrics tell about human emotions in relationships — Buckingham says either everything is
great or everything is over. The current hit,
the title track, expresses this:
So I go insane
Like I always do
And I call your name
She's a lot like you
Dame Margot Fonteyn, her idol. At first, she
thought the call was a prank. But when Fonteyn
apologized for calling at such an inconvenient hour
and proceeded to invite Haig to perform with her
as a principal dancer in a concert tour, Haig's
drowsiness turned to speechlessness.
The Fonteyn tour included traveling to
Australia, New Zealand, the Philippines, and
Hong Kong. Fonteyn served as the most influential
force in Haig's career.
"I admired her tremendously as a person and as
a dancer . . . just to be around her, to actually see
how she worked was an inspiration always for
me," says Haig.
After touring with Fonteyn, Haig became a principal dancer for the*Western Theatre Ballet.
Haig went on from that company to the Western
Theatre Ballet Company to the Western Australia
Ballet Company, the Australian Ballet, the Scottish Ballet, and the West Australian Ballet Company.
Along with Fonteyn, Haig also worked with
Nureyev, who she describes as "charming" and
"charismatic." Although he was "wonderful" to
work with, Haig says performing with Fonteyn
was the highlight of her career.
In 197S, Haig met Lee while on vacation in
Crete. In 1976, they wed. Later, Lee joined Haig
on tour in London and acted as an extra.
Lee says touring was not the romantic adventure
he had expected it to be .**' Glamour is the least part

And on "I want you" Buckingham admits:
I'm a bundle of joy,
A pocket full of tears
Got enough of both
To last all the years.
Unfortunately, the emphasis of this album is
on tears and on the women who have left
him.
Musically, Buckingham uses breathy
vocals and programmed music to achieve
moderate success. "Go Insane" is accessible
to techno-pop fans. Buckingham makes great
videos, and he worked with Prince on the
film "Purple Rain."
The album, however, lacks the insight and
happiness that can be found on "Rumours"
by Fleetwood Mac. Perhaps a little collaboration with other musicians would have
helped.
of a ballet dancer's life. The few moments on stage
are only part of their lives. There are heavy
physical demands — it takes so much effort."
In 1977, their daughter Sophie was born, but
Haig continued working as artistic director of the
West Australian Ballet Company, carrying Sophie
with her to rehearsals and using the wardrobe
room as a nursery.
After her second daughter FJissa was born in
1979, Haig left the company and came to the
United States with her family.
First, they lived in a suburb of Washington D.C.
where in 1981, Haig took a job as a guest teacher at
Dance Downtown, a school directed by a JulHardtrained dancer, Eric Hampton.
The couple came to Harrison burg in 1982 after
Lee accepted a position at JMU. Haig began
teaching children's classes through the local recreation department while occasionally taking leave to
teach at Hampton's school and at the Richmond
Ballet.
|
Eventually, Haig says she would like to
reproduce on a professional level the ballets in
which she once performed.
Right now, she is satisfied being home and spending time with her family. She says she feels that
professionally and personally she has been fortunate. "I was very lucky. I have my career and I
married somebody who wanted for me to go on
doing what I wanted to do."
/
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after hours
Thursday

►Sigma Nu, ASA Sponsor Night (d.J.) - JM's, $.75 cover
charge.
►Dazzle Boys (country) — Gandy Dancer, cover charge
not available.
►Music Videos — Scruples, no cover charge.
►Awareness Art Ensemble (reggae) - Calhouns, $3
cover.
►d.L — Cars, no cover charge.
► Ladles night (d.J.) — Belle Meade, $2 cover, ladies $1.
Novles
.
_.«. „
►Roar Window — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 and 9:30
p.m., $1.50 with ID, $2 without ID.
►The Karate KM (PQ) - Both Theatres, 7 «nd 9:25 p.m.
shows $4.
►QhosttMisters (PQ) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 and 9:10 p.m.
shows $4.
_„
► Revenge ot the Nerds (R) - Roth Theatres, 7:30 and
9:15 p.m. shows $4.
__
►The Never Ending Story (PQ) - Virginia Theater, 7 and
9 p.m. shows $4.

Friday

^.

Musks
►$100 Lip Sync Contest(d.J.) — JM's, $1 cover.
►Jlmmy-O (rock) — Calhoun's, $1 cover.
►Astoria (rock) — Scruples, $2 cover charge.

►Southern Transfer (country) - Gandy Dancer, cover
charge not available.

►Thumper (top 40) - Belle Meade, $2 cover.
►■d.J. — Cars, no cover charge.

►Hybrid lee (rock) - Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.
►dj. — Cars, no cover charge.
►Thumper (top 40) - Belle Meade, $2 cover.

^Moscow on the Hudson - Grafton-Stovell Theater, 7
and 9:30 p.m. $1.50 with ID, $2 without ID.
►The Karate KM (PQ) - Roth Theatres, 7 end 925 p.m.
shows $4.

MfWnll

►Moscow on the Hudson (R) - Grstton-Stovall Thsater,
7 and 9:30 p.m., $1.50 with ID, $2 without.
►Pink Ftoyd-The WaM — Grafton-Stovall Theater, midnight, $1.50 with ID, $2 without.
►The Karate KM (PQ) — Roth Theatres, 7 and 9:25 p.m.
shows $4.
►Qhostbustsrs (PQ) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 snd 9:10 p.m.
shows $4►Revenge ot the Nerde (R) - Roth Theatres, 7:30 and
9:15 p.m. shows $4.
►Ths Never Ending Story (PQ) - Vlrglnls Theater, 7 and
g p.m. shows $4.

Saturday
Music
►$100 Dance Conteet(d.|.) - JM's, $1 cover.
►BM Hudson (contemporary) — Calhoun's, $1 cover.
►Astorls (rock) — Scruples, $2 cover.
►Mercy Flight (country) — Gsndy Dancer, cover charge
not available.
► Hybrid Me (rock) — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
avallabls.

UOUIARO

►Qhostbustsrs (PQ) - Roth Theatres, 7:15 end 9:10 p.m.
shows $4
►Revenge of the NerdafR) - Roth Theatres, 7:30 and
9:15 p.m. shows $4.
►The Never Ending Story (PQ) - Virginia Theater, 7 and
9 p.m. show $4.

Etc.
Ootf
►Lakevlew Qolf Course — $1 for students with IDs to
plsy West nine holes. Regulsr prices are $7 weekdays,
$4-50 after 5 p.m. and $9.50 for weekends and holidays.
Bowling
►Valley Lanes — $.90 days and $125 for tenpins and
$1.15 for duckpins nights. Open 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. every
day.
Horsebsek Riding
►Osk Manor Farms - US 11 South.
Roller Skating
►Skatetown U.S.A. — Open Tuesday 10 a.m. to noon
and Tuesday through Frldsy 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

COD

JounsonS

RESTA URANT
FOR THE MIDNIGHT MUNCHIES:

Early Bird Special
(Served 10:30 p.m. - 6:30 a.m.)
2 Eggs, Toast, Unlimited Coffee

990
Across from 1-81

Visa & Master Charge Accepted

Maxell UDXL-II90 tapes
2 for $5.59
TDK SAC 90*8 tapes
2 for $4.99
All $8.98 list new LP's
$$.49
Over 1000 preowned albums at $1.00 each
66 E. Market Street

434-R2D2

PERM SPECIAL

^MIAIRSTYLING

"*

Lois Klser, Shelley Mullen,
Jeannle Finch, and Elaine Shenk IR"*"1" From »3s 001

*

°f,er G°°d 8aptamber 17"22

Call 433-8600
Products sold exclusively in professional
beauty salons. The way to achieve
beautiful, more healthy looking hair.

imiiiiiiiiiinmtHiHiW'"'1'1'1

Up

n

54 S. Main St., Harrisonburg
(Downtown Court <5niiarfit
cQ ™ ., .. ~
*>Huarej

Easy Walk From Campus

!•«
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efense shines in JMU win
By Mark Charnock
staff writer

Staff photo by STEPHEN JAFFE

■midfielder Frank Radios (11) wrestles for ball In Dukes' 2-0 win over Radford
•day. JMU remains undefeated after recording successive shutouts to open the
season.

"Team victory is a cliche too often used by coaches,"
said JMU men's soccer coach Bob Vanderwarker.
However, a "team victory" is exactly what the Dukes
accomplished in its 2-0 victory over Radford University
Tuesday at the Convocation Center field.
"Everybody did their job out there today," said
Vanderwarker. "And when everybody does their job, your
chances of winning are good."
JMU (2-0) scored its first goal 5:00 into the game when
junior forward Kurt Luedy headed a ball into the upper
lefthand corner of the net off an assist from junior Mark
Agee.
Agee contributed JMU's final goal with 29 seconds left
in the match.
Luedy's goal turned out to be the only tally the Dukes
needed to record their first Virginia Intercollegiate League
victory of the season.
While the offense provided the power in JMU's 5-0 rout
of Eastern Mennonite College, the defense was the key
against Radford.
One defensive factor was the play of senior midfielder
John Dodson, who helped keep Radford's AU-American
Bill Gerber in check.
"John Dodson did a great job marking Gerber," said
Vanderwarker. "Nobody really saw what an outstanding
job he did. He (Gerber) was never in the game.
Another strong point in the defense was the play of Brad
Soules. The freshman was forced into action five minutes
into the contest when starting sweeper Tony Dickson aggravated a toe injury.
"1 think Soules deserves credit," said Vanderwarker.
"Dickson just couldn't go, and Soules did a great job at
filling in for him."
Saturday, JMU faces Howard University in a 2 p.m.
home match.

eld hockey team looks for encore
irry Atwood
vrlter

[the end of last season the JMU
l's field hockey team was
18th in the nation, but bead
Dee McDonough believes the
I squad has the potential to be
i better.
Dukes play their first home
i Monday at 3 p.m. against na|aJ powerhouse Perm State.
4U, 13-9-1 last season, entered
Jnesday's match with the
versity of Richmond with a
rd of 1-1.
_ Dukes opened their season
weekend at the Husky Classic in
es, Vermont. JMU came out of
four-team tournament with a
and a loss. In their opener on
irday, the Dukes shutout Verit 5-0, but lost to Connecticut in
Jay *s- championship game 3-0.
IcDonough said that in the six
she has coached at JMU the
of competitiveness has improyalong with the amount of
lolarship money the program can
fer. "We've taken about four or
steps ahead," she said.
team still draws some of its

players from the lacrosse program,
but McDonough believes this year's
squad is the most experienced group
of field hockey players JMU has
seen.
Losing only two players to
graduation and having six returning
seniors, experience is definitely the
strength of this year's squad.
Seniors Robyn Dunn, Chris
Bauer, Joyce Metcalf, and Dorothy
Vaughan all come off strong junior
years and will be looked to for
leadership.
Halfback Robyn Dunn, a threeyear starter, will captain the Dukes
this year.
Last year's leading scorer, Bauer,
had nine goals and two assists and
was the team's offensive MVP.
Bauer was also selected to the 1983
All Virginia Intercollegiate League
team. Bauer is coming off knee
surgery but figures to be the offensive threat she was last year. "She
looks real strong," McDonough
said.
Another offensive standout, Metcalf, led the team last year in assists
with six. The forward is currently
tied for the JMU all-time assists
record with 15.

Vaughan, the team's defensive
MVP, returns to anchor a strong
defense, which set a JMU-record 11
. shutouts. "We've been very impressed with Dorothy Vaughan,"
McDonough said. Vaughan is also
an All-America in lacrosse.
Defensive strength will not only
rest on the shoulders of the senior
members. Junior goalie Gina Kuta
is expected to have another outstanding year. "She came on last year
and played very well," McDonough
said.
Kuta's ,73 goals against average is
a JMU record. The goalie is modest
about her record and gives credit to
her teammates. "The team pulled
me through," Kuta said.
McDonough added, "If I know
Gina, she'd like a .00 average."
Another player who should walk
right in and make an immediate
contribution is freshman Diane
Buch. Buch was a high school AllAmerica in lacrosse and is at JMU
on a lacrosse scholarship, but is no
slouch at field hockey. Buch was a
member of the Junior Olympic field
hockey team.
Although the team is faster.

deeper, and more experienced, a
tough schedule could determine a
lot.
JMU faces eight teams that made
the nation's top-20 poll last year.
The schedule includes last year's
number one team, Old Dominion
University, along with strong teams
like North Carolina, Maryland, and
Penn State.
"We play some teams that are
very physical," McDonough said.
Recent rule changes could be an
immediate test for JMU's strong
defense. Unlike last year there is no
scoring zone; players can now score
from anywhere on the field.
McDonough added that the defense,
especially Kuta, will have more
responsibilities. Kuta will have to
field more balls outside of the net
and the defense will see more shots
coming at them, so both must learn
to adjust.
Despite the tough schedule and
new rules to worry about the team is
optimistic. "We're ready to play,"
McDonough said.
Gina Kuta believes the team has
the potential to go a, long way.
"We're hoping to make it to the
NCAA's," Kuta said.

d
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JV Dukes
Downed —
JMU's sophomore runnlngback
James Scalfe Is brought down by
Ferrum's Phil Tlberi (64). Dukes' offensive linemen, freshman Doug
Wesl (77) and sophomore Roy Delph
(66), look on during Monday's Junior
varsity game at Madison Stadium.
The Panthers defeated the JMU
JV's 10-0 In ths Dukes' first game of
the season.
Ferrum scored In the first half on
a Jim Sood 37-yard field goal, and
thsn added an Insurance
touchdown In the third quarter.
The Panther attack wae led by
runnlngback Anthony Pearson, who
rushed for 113 yards on 20 carries.
D.D. Manns Isd the JMU offensive
attack as he gained 61 yards on 10
carries.
The JV Dukes' next game will be 3
p.m., Sept. 24 at Virginia Military Institute.

Staff photo by STEPHEN JAFFE

tt

Smith-less"
McMillin says secondary solid going into Morehead St

By Scott Tolley
sports editor

For the second straight week the
JMU football team hits the road
minus one player — Pete Smith.
The senior free safety was dismissed from the team Sept. 5, and according to head coach Challace
McMillin the decision was "based on
a number of things."
After an incident during summer
camp involving Smith, the three-year
letterman was warned that if
anything else happened, steps would
be taken, McMillin said.
McMillin would not comment on
the specifics of the incident.
Smith entered the 1984 season as
one of the Dukes' top returning
defensive players. He was second on
the team in tackles last year with
128, including 34 solo tackles. He
also had three interceptions.
But Smith had a long day in
JMU's opener against Richmond as
the Spiders racked up 273 yards in
the air. Following the game, Smith
was knocked down to second string.
On Monday of the following
week, defensive back coach Joe
Steadman told McMillin he didn't
think Smith was putting forth effort.
It was agreed that if Smith's effort

didn't improve Tuesday, appropriate action would be taken.
Things didn't change Tuesday and
Smith was dismissed the following
day, McMillin said.
"It was not something I wanted to
do," McMillin said. "But I didn't
feel like I had a whole lot of choices.
"I never want to lose anybody; it
never has been my objective in
coaching and never will be my objective in coaching."
Last week against Delaware the
"Smith-less" JMU defense was
given the test by a prolific Blue
Hens' passing attack.
In addition to the appearance of
sophomore Arnold Grevious in
Smith's place, other changes took
place in the secondary. Senior Tony
Thomas replaced starter Mike Jones
at left cornerback and sophomore
Marcus Ad kins moved to the right
cornerback spot.
The secondary gave up 189 yards
in the air Saturday, but what pleased
McMillin most was that the defense
"didn't let the long one go."
Against Richmond, the Spiders
connected on passes of SO, 45 and 34
yards. But Delaware's longest completion of the day was 33 yards, the
second longest, 30.
"That was progress," McMillin

said. "We're going to make even
more progress. We have young men
who can come in and do the job."
One such young man is Eric
Green. The6-foot-l inch, 163-pound
Green is a freshman quarterback and
defensive back. Green made this
week's traveling squad because of
his defensive play in Monday's
junior varsity game against Ferrum
College.
McMillin said that Green is one of
the hardest hitters on the team and
may be used Saturday as a quarterback, defensive back or specialty
team's player.
McMillin may be satisfied now,
but his "new" secondary will be
tested again as the Dukes' travel to
Kentucky to face the Eagles of
Morehead State University.
The Eagles run a wide-tackle six
offense that shows many different
alignments, with passing as its
strongest asset, McMillin said.
Morehead is 1 -1 on the year, winning its opener against Georgetown
(Ky.) 31-0, and losing last weekend
to Marshall 40-6.
Although changes in the JMU
defense may warrant concern, the
offense has led to even more worries
In two games the offense has
totaled only 385 yards and one

touchdown, while opponents have
tallied 809 yards and 10 touchdowns.
Last week in JMU's 32-3 loss to
Delaware, the passing looked a little
more promising as Mike Reed went
5-for-8 and Jon Roddy went
6-for-14. Both threw for identical 67
yards, but both combined for nine
sacks in the game.
"We come out in the middle of the
game or at the beginning of the game
and put the defense in a hole every
time," Roddy said after the
Delaware game. "We're getting to
the point where we're just not coming through on third downs — a bad
pass here or something goes wrong
there. We're just not moving the ball
at all. We haven't had a sustained
drive in two weeks."
Even more depressing may be the
Dukes' ground game, which combined for only 63 yards last week and
114 yards against Richmond.
Backfield coach Jimmy Prince is
not reluctant to point out the offense's ineffectabiuty in the first two
games, pointing out that
"execution" has been the key.
"We're honestly embarassed," he
said. "They're dejected. We've got
really fine talent back there, but
we're not playing up to potential!'
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Wanted a
(D

Put or full Mm*.
Flexible hours ind day*.
Mutt to «t least 18.
Must have own car
and insurance
Musi to able to work
weekends.
$3.40 an hour to atari
plus mllaags
andtlpa.
Apply In parson
between 2:00 p. m.
and 7.-00 p. m.
31 Miller Circle
Harrlsonburg.

T3
(D

55

o3

0)

For a women faced with an
unintended pregnancy
tto right to choose
a safe and legal
abortion i» not
lust a political
issue. It's a deeplypersonal matter in
her hie — and a very
major decision.
We oiler first trimester
abortion services
because we believe a
woman should have a
full range of options
available to her.
Call us for information; conf idantially of
course. If needed, collect calls are accepted
Hagerstown Reproductive
Health Services
Hagerstown. MO 21740
(301)733-2400

PINT RETURNABLE BOTTLES.
PEPSI FREE.

Diet Pepsi
or Pepsi Cola

Shalimar

Met

1

Imports and Antiques
* 39 E. Market St.
433-9464

$

roger
iltines

PLUS
DEPOSIT

Going Out Of Business

2.'1

Coors
Beer

PLUDES 9 PIECES FRIED CHICKEN.
DZ. POTATO SALAD. 12-OZ. BAKED
\NS & 6 DINNER ROLL
< >LI ,

CAMPBELL'S

fishbone
licken

Tomato
Soup

99

For

*J

Everything In Shop Reduced
Great Savings!

REGULAR OR LIGHT
.IGHT

W Cans

■

$

4 1
I 10.75 oz

LIMIT 4 PLEASE

FIRST OF THE SEASON

Flame Red
Tokay Grapes
Pound

A

Clothing • Antiques • Jewelry • Gifts
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by Berke Breathed

Bloom County

issifieds
Classified ads in The Breeze coat $1
for up to 10 words, $2 for 11 to 20 words,
$3 for 21 to 30 words, and so on. Advance
payment Is required.
Deadlines are noon Friday for
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday for
Thursday's Issue. Ads may be mailed to
The Breeze, James Madison University,
Harrlsonburg, VA 22807, or may be
delivered to The Breeze office In the
basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall, at
Grace and South Main streets.
Categories Include Personals, For
Sale, For Rant, Help Wanted, Services,
Wanted, Lost and Found. Found ada are
free.

%

AHPNOW, FOR JWblNb P0IS6
ANP PERSONALITY, BACH
FINALIST Will ANSWER A
SHORT QUESTION. FIRST, WE

mm 'MISTER earn ami:

THAT WASNT VERY
bOOP, WAS IT f T*\
A LITTU NERVOUS.
J HAP BROCCOLI FOR.
PINNER. ERASE TAPE..
f~*~m
,_*, TAKE/ TWO.

Munwpe/ce

AHP iMPeMTAWNb,
1 LOVe PVPPIE5-

f ANpHomsexwie

HMHOPlACeiN
THIS ,
COUHIkYS

(

1 rk

I
OH MY.
TMibS JUSTPOUT
LOOK 600PFOR
STEVE TOHIbHT.

HE WAS MISERABLE IN THE
EVENIN0-WEAR CCWETITION...
UNMENDONABi-Y AWFUL IN THE
swmsuir COMPETITION... ANP
JUST PLAIN STINKY IN WE
POIse ANP CHARACTER
COMPETITION.

'jf

/\ zr^i. v

'KmiL5.

Services
Know Your Beat Colors! Color consultation with swatch packet. Coordinated
makeup. Jewelry. Career Information.
Free lecture for groups. Susan Draper
4334987.

F YOU WERE
AL0NE0N
APESERT
ISCANP,
WHATW0U
\

&nk

ct*^aat

rLVxil

AjcsS

-;

IFiARTHEOL'BOY
Neeps nonm& LESS
THAN A LITTLE HELP
FROM bOP.

.MAW.
WHICHEVER

THEPASSWOHP
*MEAT MARKET" is
CORRECT, wacom
TOTVEMISTtR
AMERICA m^mr
SCORING FILE.
T

neeaarch Papers! 306-page catalog 15,278 topical Rush $2.00. Research,
11322 Idaho, 206MB, Los Angelea.CA
90025. (213)477-8226.
DJ Denes Part lee by prof esstonal announcer for all occasions. Reasonable
rate*. Discount to students and dorm
parties. Caw Qary King 433-1819.
PiaynaiHT Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy lest Birthright. 434-0003.
fto Rosst
no,
BBQ Book ssrly. (703)
8286602.
strung on campus. Tennis,
rackatball, squash. Call Brian x4148.
Pro* ees Ions! Resume/Typing Servl ces via
computer. Call Barbara 4334368.

. -a

Suburban Tails
STICK
'EM UP,
MR PIG I

by Tom Edwards

VEIL. HI TVBX.UTnE.FOLA
...I MEAN.UH... PLEASE, MR
SHENFF.KNT
SHOOT/
HEH.HEH...

DEAD?
\

n

Parking Next to JMU. $100 par year. Call
433-2126.

Found
Money found last weekend behind
Moody Hall. ID and claim. x7197.

Part-time coach needed for local swim
team. Competitive swimming and
coaching experience required. Call
887-8636 or 433-2817.
neeponatble person to clean house for
faculty member. Six hours a week during
school yesr. Transportation required.
After 5 p.m. call 433-1861 ■
•
Mature Individual to care for 5 1/2 year
old. 1:30 - 6 p.m. weekdays. Transportation and references s must. Call 434-6786
after 7 p.m.
11-and 13-year-old girts need caring
supervision and transportation for activities after school. 20 hours weekly:
2-5:30, M-F. Salary depends on duties
assumed. Minimum: $2 plus .20 per mile.
Call 434-2647 after 5:30 weekdays,
anytime Ssturday and Sunday.
Waitresses Apply In person - Jesas's
Quick Lunch. Must be available to work
12-2 weekdays and weekends.
Personnel with end without cars.
JM's Pub and Dell. Apply within. See
Willie or Wes.

7E

"Suburban" Tails is an off-thewall yarn about critters gone
cosmopolitan. In the big city of
North Grace, Illinois, these
characters lead lives that reflect

Honda motoroyala Classic set of wheels.
1873 Honda 3B0CB 4 cyl. Candy Apple
Rod. Oarage kept. Like new. 7000 miles.
Fairing sissy bar and luggage rack. 1700.
Caw 433-2340.
72 VW Bug Engine overhauled. Excellent
running condition. Evening 434-2304.

human nature more than animal. To
be sure, "Suburban Tails" is pigs
impersonating people, but you
could just as easily say that it's people impersonating pigs.

To our too cool R.A. Hope you had a blast
on your blrthdayl
Are you reeky going to take the time to
get an absentee ballot. Why not register
In Harrlsonburg, your home away from
home.
TKE number onel

Personals
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the US goverment? Get the fscts
today I Call 1-312-742-1142 ext. 5090.
Before Dinner Tonight come to Sigma Phi
Lambda Honor Society's first meeting.
Room D Csmpus Center 4:30. For more
Info cell John 434-2920 or Rose X4159.
Hare you talked to a TKE today?!.

For Sals
$40.

The slstsrs of Phi Mu sorority would like
to thank our Big Brothers. You guys sre
the best.
Anna Happy 19th. Finally of age. Enjoy It
like a big dog! Buss all you want I Tsreea.

-

<~~"M

"Suburban Tails" will run on a
trial basis for the next three issues.
Please give us your response by
writing The Breeze either in favor or
against using it as a regular feature.

Hera's to the sweetest suite and best
ysar ever! We couldn"t love you morel
Kat and Elwer.
M.P. Happy "Legal" Blrthdayl From a
fellow Pachelbel lover.
Buttons, bumperstlckers, and key chains
will be sold on the weat patio Monday
and Tuesday by Alpha Gam.

AXP Record Show coming soon. Sept 22
Werren Campus Center. Dealers
throughout the mld-atlantic buying, selling, and trading records and
memorabilia: buttons, posters, and collectibles.

Marshall I don't care what we do... II It's
the Cap Centre, Nov 18. - Prince and
Shells E. G snd L.

Commuters Anyone Interested In s commuter ssmlformal please stop by snd express your opinion.

Csrl It's going to be a greet semester for
Party Animals"! Love Lorl

PI Kap We all had a terrific time at the
luau Friday. Hops to do It again soon
G,a d

. HfiMSLh,fe wl,h *°ur Mrvlc« pro-

Met PUSH. Thsnks for the enthusiasm.
Alpha Gam.

■ I ■ ■■ i I, !■
Mempnej
ir w/caae. Good
condition. Negotiable price. For details
callx4271.

condition.

GHZ *

^^fs^C

Spanky's Part-time, 10-20 hours per
week. Flexible hours. Typing and accounting background, also data entry experience preferred. Mall resume to
Spanky's, 52 W. Water St Harrlsonburg,
VA 22801. Attention: Rick.

Qood

1

mo ©\f fr-tX

Help Wanted

Brown sofa
434-2129.

SQUEAMISH.

A

sister!"0" Challenge take It I Ask sny AST

dLStu1tim«^rman rM"y bet,"?l J*«

JMU Challenge on sale. 9712-14 on west
pstlol Tsks It I

For Rent
College Station Townhouse Single room
to sublet. Fully furnished, washer, dryer,
onnwasher, 3 minute bus ride from campua. Call Sharon seaana
"MM* housemate needed immediate
occupancy. University Court. 4330833.
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announcements
Meetings
Fiction and Fantasy Club — win
I Sept 13, 7 p.m.. Room A. WCC

Sporta Medicine Club — win meet sapi
, 9 p.m., Godwin 134.

|uman Reaource Management Club
-will have ■ smoker Sept. 13, S p'm., Room C, WCC

i'a Indoor * Outdoor Track Taam
-wll ml Sept. 13, 3:30 p.m., Godwin 205.

IU Woman's Softball Taam —win m«
pt. 18, 7 p.m., In Purpl» and Gold room at Godwin
HI.

ity lor CoNaglata Journalata —win
: Sept 13, 4:30 p.m., room 12, Anthony Seeger.
yon* Interested In Joining li Invited to attend.

IntarnaHonal Bualnosa Club —win
I Sept. 13, 4 p.m.. Room A, WCC.

faith Association for Rotardsd Cltlzsns
-will meet Sapt. 17, 8:15 p.m., Menanlne, WCC.

jms Phi Lambda Honor Soclsty —win
—will

Tutors Nsadad — Tutors are needed In nearly all
JMU sublect area*. If you are Interested In tutoring
other students, application* are available at the
Counseling and Student Development Center, second
floor, Alumnae Hall.

LlfS SclsnCS MUSaum — hours are Thursdays
and Frldaya from 1 to 4 p.m., room 10, Burrus Hall.
C.A.R.S. — A free service provided for faculty and
students provided by Catholic Campus Ministries
give* you a free ride home Friday and Saturday nights
from 11 p.m. to 3 a.m. Call 433CAHS.

Unhrsrslty Writing Lab — The university

at Sapt 13,4:30 p.m., Room D. WCC.
Il-Llls FallOWShlp
iC.WCC,

Studant Football Tlckata — stadium aactions
37 have bean teeerved lor full-tlma JMU students lor
home football games
Students will be required to preeent a valid I.D. to the
ticket taker* to gain admission to the stadium
Student* will be seated on * "first-come, first serve"
baala.
Special aeatlng arrangements will apply to the
Parent'* Day game against Eaat Tann. State University
so that JMU atudanta may sit with their parents
All aaata will be reserved Students will receive their
own reserved ticket* at no charge by presenting their
I.D at the Athletic Ticket Office In the Convocation
Center during the week of Oct. 22-28.
At that time, student* may buy tlckata forsaata next
to their own parent* at $7 par ticket. Parent* may also
pay for their tickets through the mall by using a form
they will receive, but the tlckata must be picked up by
the student In order to have aaata together.

meat Sapt. 13.

jlcal and Alllsd Haalth Soclsty —win
fleet Sapt. IS, 8:30 p.m., Burrua 314.

Writing Lab offer* Individualized help to students
working on papers or reports, studying for essay axama, writing letters or application*, reviewing grammar, or preparing to take the ORE, LSAT, NTE, or
QMAT. For further Information, call Mr* Ho»kln» at
x8104, or stop by Kaezle 108, Monday through Friday, 9
am to 3 p.m.

National Association of Accountants —

General

The student affiliate chapter of the NAA la now taking
application* for membership. Contact Eric Chufar at
x7413, or P.O. Box 634.

icort Service — Aipna cm Rno win oiler a
cort service Sunday through Thursday, 8 p.m.to 12
nldnight.

BSU Hotllns — Baptist Student Union now haa a
"hotline" to find out what's happening. Call JMU-5259.

Studant Qovammant Association

—

Students Intereated In serving on an SQA committee
as a student-at-large or aa the SQA Parliamentarian
should fully complete the appropriate application and
return It to the SQA Office no later than Sapt. 21.
CP*P — Resume Writing: Sept. 17, 10 am. to 11
am.; Sept. 18,5 p.m. to 8 p.m. Especially for Teachers:
Step* to s Teaching Position • Sept. 18, 2:45 p.m. to
3:45 p.m. Advance signup required.
Business Seminar - Oct. 11 8 12. Sponsored by the
Xerox Corp. Application deadline Is Sapt 19. Contact
CP«P for further details.
Resumes will be reviewed on a walk-In basis on
Thursdays from 9a m In 11:30 a.m. Reaumee should be
typed.

Events
BlOlOgy Ssmlnsr — "Wildfire Suppression
Semlar" presented by the U.S. Foreat Service. Sept. 10
through Oct. 3, Monday and Wednesdays from 8:50
p.m. until 8:50 p.m., In Burrua* 14.
Students must attend this course and paas the
physical test to participate In foreat fire suppression
activities In the George Washington National Forest.
For additional details, call 5684225.
Bannad Book Waak — A banned book exhibit
will take place at the Carrier Library from Sept 8
through the 15.
MovtS — "War Without Winners" sponsored by the
Catholic Campus Ministry and the Wesley Foundation,
Sapt. 20, 8 p.m., Harrison A208.
Rappalllng — Wilderness weekend, limited space
by academic year, Sapt. 21-23. Coat Is f 14, all equipment la provided. Call Capt. Torres, x6264.
Wsilsy Foundation — sapt. 17,7 p.m, Bible
Study. Sept. 18, 5:30 p.m, Dinner and Discussion. 7
p.m., UMM District Dinner. Sept. IS, 8 a.m., Communion, Room A, WCC. Sept. 20,6 p.m., New Ufe SI ngers,
Duke 209. 8 p.m., "War Without Winners". Sapt. 23,
Food concession at District Bicentennial Celebration.
7:30 p.m.. District Bicentennial Celebration. Sapt. 24. 7
p.m., Bible Study. Sapt. 25,5:30 p.m., Discussion Sept.
28,8 a.m., Communion, Room A, WCC Sept. 27,6 p.m.,
New Ufa Singers, Duke 208. Sept. 28,7:30 p.m., Drop-In
at Wesley Foundation.

Acting IntanrtaWS — for the "County Wife" will
be held Sept. 13 and 14. Sign-up at room 2 In the
Wampler Building.
JMU Today —will be presented by the James
Madison University Video Coop. Sept. 19, 2.30 p.m.,
and at 8 p.m., on cable channel 8.
"Who's Afraid of Virginia Wolf?" — win be
presented by Wampler Experimental Theatre, Sept.
20-22, 8 p.m. Mantlnee Is Sept. 23,2 p.m. Ad mission Is
82.
Baptist Studant Union — Meetings win be
held every Thursdays, 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m., at Emmanuel
Episcopal Church.
New Psalm Singer* rehearse Wednesdays from 6:30
p.m. to 8 p.m. at the Wesley Foundation.
Migrant Mlnftrles meet at 6 p.m. at Emmanuel
Episcopal Church. Transportation will be provided.
Sunrise Semester la every Wednesday from 7 a.m to
7:45 am., room 2. Jackson Hall.
CPaVP — Workshops: Resume Writing: Aug. 30 from
3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m; Aug. 31 from 9 am. to 10 ami
Sept. 3 from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Seniors must be registered with the CPSP office
before signing for the following Interviews during the
week of Sept. 10-14: Arthur Andersen, Beers & Cutler,
Defence Intelligence Agency, First investors, J.C. Pannay, Upton, McGladrey. Henrickaon A Pulien, Noxell
Corp., Peat, Marwlck a Mitchell, Wallace Computer
Services, Watklna Meegan ft Drury. Resumes and per sonsl data sheets will be required at the time of signing.
Business Seminar - Oct. 11,12. Sponsored by the*
Xerox Corp. Application deadline Is Sept. 19. Contact
CP&P lor further Information.
Resumes will be reviewed on a walk-in basis on
Thursday mornings from 9 a.m. until 11:30 a.m.
Resumes should be typed.

English Proficiency Taat — A prerequisite for
News Writing, News Editing, and Public information
Writing (Comm 281.282, and283), will be offered at
these tlmea: Friday, Aug. 31, 3 p.m., Tuesday. Sept 4,
3.-05 p.m., Thursday. Sept. 6, 3:05 p.m. In AS 11.
Students enrolled In Comm 281, 282, or 283 need to
take and paaa this teat In order to remain In the claaa
Studenta thinking of taking Comm 281, 282, or 283 In
the spring are welcome to take the test now.

Gitchell's
Studio
5-hour photo finishing for 110, 126, and 135
films

Support Your

Honor Council

"In by 10, out by 3"

25% Discount
To JMU Students On All Photographic Equipment

Ektachrome or FuJIchrome Processing

Run For
Honor Council Delegate

20 Exposures
36 Exposures

$1.99
$2.99

(When leaving film, show JMU I.D. for these prices)
79 E. Market St., Harrlsonburg
434-5314

Welcome Back Students!
Declarations of intent should be picked
up and returned to the" Honor Council Office by 5 p.m., Friday, Sept. 14.

Q.oucz ± cJrali £>£n
22 E. Market St.
Room 304

Perms $25.00
Haircut only $4.50
Joyce Pack formerly with The Man and Woman

Elections will be held Monday, Sept. 17.

Phone 433-3304
Hours: Tues-Fri 9-6 and Sat 9-4

Back to School Specials good
September 1 thru September 30

I

Viewpoint
Students

-%•.■*

A disregarded constituency
Every four years, the presidential
election rolls around.
And every four years, the
presidential nominees of each party
campaign for the support of various
important interest groups
throughout the nation. There are
religious groups, labor unions,
minority groups and countless
others.
Politicians seek endorsements
from these groups because their
votes are important — they count.
The votes of these groups could spell
the difference between a candidate's
victory or defeat.
This year, none of the candidates
will pay any attention to groups like
The Society Against Cruelty to
Richard Nixon or The National
Jdlo Slurpers of America. Nor will
they bother to attend the National
Pole Vaulters Convention or the
gathering of Americans for a Just
Policy in the Canary Islands.
Politicians do not care who the supporters of Daughters Rebelling In
Present Society (DRIPS) endorse.
But these groups don't care. They
can't vote. These groups don't even
exist.
Unfortunately, student groups '
don't have the same excuse.
Although a large number of us do
care and can vote and do exist, year
after year college-age students fail to
make their voices heard at election
time. Like the fictitious groups named above, the concerns and needs of
people our age go largely unmet due
to our poor voting record as a group.
The old saying "politics makes
strange bedfellows," is one of those
rare old generalities that still rings
true today.
For years, politicians have been
jumping from bed to bed with
anyone or anything that will elevate
or maintain their positions.
' The latest in this series of onenight stands is between politicians
and religious groups. Sure, these two
have had affairs in the past, but this
most recent rendezvous is especially
steamy.
President Reagan has been wooing
the Religious Right, saying all the
right things to make the fundamentalists swoon.
\
The Religious Right (formerly the
Silent Majority) likes to portray
itself as the Wallflower at the dance
— but certainly the best catch. And
that old rug-cutter Reagan hasn't
hesitated to sweep her out onto the
dance floor, whispering in her ear
sweet nothings about school prayer,
abortion, mom, and apple pie.
These churchmen seem determin-

In the 1980 elections, only 35 percent of all college-age students who
registered turned out at the polls to
cast their ballot. In 1982, sadly, this
performance was equaled. In contrast, some 60 percent of all
registered senior citizens voted in
1980. This is one reason why student
programs like the Guaranteed Student Loan program were cut while
programs like social security and
medicare were not.
This year, the SGA is making it
easy for students here to register.
The SGA will distribute to each student's mailbox pamphlets telling
how both Virginia and out of state
students can register to vote and
receive their Absentee Ballot. For
Virginia residents, phone numbers
of voter registrars for every county
in the state, along with other vital information, are included.
With this service, the SGA has
made it difficult for students not to
vote. And thankfully so.
Because it's hard to say exactly
what it will take to get more of us to
vote in elections. Maybe, first, we as
students must learn what it's like not
to be able to vote before we leam
how important it is to vote.
Maybe. Let's hope it never comes
to that.
The above editorial was written by Pat
Plummcr, The Breeze's Editorial Editor. It is
the opinion of Plummer, Editor Constance
Walker, Managing Editor Owen Farias, and
Assistant Editorial Editor Kristi Muis.

Pre-election dating
game heats up

Both Reagan and Mondale see
religion and morality as a means to
an end rather than an end in itself —
which is itself immoral.
Much of the blame for the present
situation belongs to the churches.
Gullible church leaders with hungry
egos are easily flattered by the
smooth lines of their politiciansuitors.

Lost
and
Found
By Tim Arnold
ed to sell themselves out to a candidate simply to get their names in
the paper rather than lining up
behind a cause. Apparently, our little wallflower gives up her virtue
rather easily.
The Democrats are equally guilty.
Fritz Mondale, acting like a snubbed

us, Ferraro won't be presiding on
judgment day.
Judging from her tax returns, accountability is not Ferraro's strong
suit.

suitor, has started seeing B'nai
B'rith and more traditionally liberal
religious groups.
Meanwhile, Democratic vice
presidential candidate Geraldine
Ferraro said that she doesn't believe
that Reagan is a good Christian.
Maybe not, but fortunately for all of

Reagan was recently quoted as
saying that politics and religion were
inseparable. The fact is, many politicians are from the use 'em and lose
'em school of courtship, and when
the honeymoon ends on Nov.6, the
politicians may separate themselves
from the church and leave them out
in the cold.
Tim Arnold is a senior majoring in
communication arts and English.
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Readers' Forum
—

Campusquote 'Star Wars' strategies
•i

""

"How will the choice of Qeraldlne Ferraro affect your vote for the presidential
election In November?"

increase nuclear war risk

To the editor

"I think it's great
that a woman is running for office,
especially that high of
an office; but I don't
think it would affect
my vote."
KlmPiche
Junior
business / psychology

Some dangerous misconceptions were held out
as fact in the Sept. 6 Guest Spot column by Ed
Maass.
Maass claims that by installing a "Star Wars"
defense system, to supposedly protect us from
nuclear attack, we would be rid of the MAD
(Mutually Assured Destruction) philosophy the
superpowers now operate under.

subjected to a great temptation to impose its will
on weaker others.
Possession of nuclear weapons along with airtight defense amounts to absolute power. And as a
history student, Ed Maass should know that absolute power corrupts absolutely.
»
To believe the superpowers will be confident
enough of their "Star Wars" defense systems to
dismantle their nuclear arsenals is naivete in its
most dangerous form.

"\v\€^
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"It probably
wouldn't affect it at
all, because I thought
Reagan was doing a
good job. I was going
to vote for him,
anyway."
Rick Cooper
freshman
accounting

"The selection of
Geraldine Ferraro is a
step in the right direction for the political
future of this country. I'll vote for Mondale."
Eric Each
Junior
MIS

"It's a political
choice on Mondale's
part to give him a
better chance of winning. I don't think
it's going to benefit
women to be on the
ticket as a political
ploy."

As he accurately explained, "The MAD assumption holds that if an enemy of the United States
launches an attack on us, we could fire a return
salvo capable of equal destruction." In more
general terms, this means anyone considering a
nuclear attack would be deterred by realizing it
would be an act of suicide.
Most would agree this assumption holds true for
exchanges between the United States and the
Soviet Union, but a big question immediately
comes to mind. What about the possibility of
smaller countries with nuclear capabilities using
their weapons against a neighbor unable to
retaliate?

Even the more modest assumption, "If they (the
Soviets) installed their own defense system independent of the MAD philosophy, world tension
would ease," is profoundly naive. World tension
would increase if the superpowers had the capability to pick on less powerful countries without having to worry about the consequences.
Given an effective "Star Wars" defense,
capability "would exist even if both superpowers
dismantled all but a small fraction of their current
nuclear arsenals.
The risk of nuclear war would be far greater in
the world Ed Maass and Ronald Reagan envision.

Here, the "Star Wars" argument begins to fall
apart. Any time a person or nation is in an invulnerable position, as "Star Wars" would like the
United States and the Soviet Union to be in, it is

Scott Bylngton
freshman

David Swanson
Junior
computer science

biology
"There's no effect,
because I was planning to vote for
Reagan, anyway."
Barry Bryant
sophomore

accounting

Student responses in Campusquote are not
necessarily representative of the entire JMV
J
population.
Compiled by Cathy Sparkman Photos by
Stephen Jaffe

Letters policy
The Breeze welcomes letters to the editor.
Address letters to the editorial editor, The
Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. Letters may also be
sent through campus mail.
All letters should be typed and no longer
than one page.
Include your name, academic year, major
and telephone number.
Letters without this information cannot be
run.
All letters are subject to editing.
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Hurricane threatens Carolina shores
WILMINGTON, N.C. (AP)—Hurricane
Diana loitered just off the East Coast Wednesday, threatening coastline from Morehead City to Cape Hatter as.
At least 14,000 people stayed in emergency
shelters Tuesday night as forecasters warned
that the storm, with 115 mph winds, was intensifying and could move toward land. There
also were threats of giant storm tides.
A tornado watch was in effect for 40 coun-

Reagan and Qromyko
to meet In Washington
WASHINGTON
(AP)—President Reagan and
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko will meet in
Washington on Sept. 28.
This will be the president's
first in-depth talk with a
Soviet leader, officials said
Monday.
The officials said the
meeting was arranged by
"mutual agreement " and
had been arranged even prior
to a statement by deputy
Soviet foreign minister,
Georgi M. Kornienko, that
Gromyko would be willing to
meet with Reagan.

ties of North Carolina and in the extreme
southeast of Virginia.
The hurricane has caused power outages,
downed tree limbs and heavy rain, but no
serious injuries were reported.
Coastal communities nearest the storm's
center reported no substantial damage.
Sustained winds around Diana's center set:
tied from 135 mph late Tuesday to 115 mph
Wednesday morning, then rose to 120 mph.

Gromyko already was
scheduled to meet with
Secretary of State George P.
Shultz at the United Nations
on Sept. 26.
Reagan is scheduled to address the UN on Sept. 24 and
Gromyko has been invited to
Washington to meet Reagan
at the White House.

Scientists closer
to AIDS vaccine
SAN
FRANCISCO
(AP)—Scientists said Monday
they have moved closer to
producing a experimental vaccine against AIDS.
"We think as a result of the
cloning that in six to eight

by the way
One Harvey Steinberg
is enough In Littleton
LITTLETON.Colo.
(AP)—"This
place isn't big enough for two Harvey
Steinberg's," a lawyer joked Monday as he
resigned from the Arapahoe County
District Attorney's office.
As District Attorney Bob Gallagher read
Deputy District Attorney Harvey
Steinberg's letter of resignation, another
lawyer named Harvey Steinberg was getting an orientation tour of the office.
The departing Steinberg, 30, is going into private practice. The 27-year-old
newcomer who shares his name is spending
a lot of time clarifying who he is.
Gallagher said the new deputy district attorney will be known as H. Michael
Steinberg, even after the elder Steinberg
leaves.

months we will have a
diagnostic product available
and within that time...we will
be in position to begin
evaluating a vaccine," said
Dr. Lacy Overby, vicepresident of Chiron Corp.
The vaccine would not cure
the disease, he said, but would
protect healthy people against
it.
AIDS destroys the body's
ability to fight disease, leaving
it susceptible to rare cancers,
pneumonia and other infections.
It usually strikes homosexual men, intravenous drug
abuscrs, hemophiliacs and
Haitians.

Bri ley's execution
set for Oct. 12
RICHMOND
(AP)—Convicted
murderer Lin wood E. Bri ley was given a
new execution date Monday.
Briley now is scheduled to die in the electric chair on Oct. 12.
Briley had been scheduled to die Aug. 17
for the September 1979 shooting death of
Richmond disc jockey John Harvey
Gall ah er. The date was stayed during the
drawn-out appeals process.
Briley's attorney, Deborah Wyatt, did
not object to the setting of a new date. She
said she will pursue new information that
has come up.

Arms control to be central
issue in campaign
VIRGINIA BEACH (AP)—Arms control will be a central issue of the Virginia
Senate campaign.
Republican Sen. John Warner and
Democratic challenger Edythe C. Harrison
clash on nuclear disarmament, a campaign
spokesmen said Monday.
In a televised debate Sunday night,
Warner called Mrs. Harrison's proposal
that the United States take the lead in
dismantling nuclear weapons a "unilateral
disarmament."

world
Freighter splits
off Belgian coast
OSTEND.Belgium (AP)—
The French freighter Mont
Louis, with radioactive cargo,
split in two Monday off the
Belgian coast, Belga news
agency reported.
The Mont Louis collided
with a ferry and sank Aug. 25
on a sand bank 12 miles off
the coast. Bad weather has
hindered salvage crews from
removing the 30 radioactive
cargo containers.
Officials have said there has
been no radioactive leak from
the uranium hexafluoride.

Couple starts marriage
off on right track

Israeli warplanee
bomb Palestinian
position

TULSA.Okla. (AP)—In a wedding
ceremony that got off on the right track,
two city bus drivers were married aboard a
trolley car Sunday.
On their first date, Jeanne Hacker and
John DePasse went roller skating—and
they wanted to also get their marriage off
to a rolling start.
When the two bus drivers return to
work, their routes will take them in opposite directions. But they will be able to
wave to each other twice a day when their
paths cross.

BEIRUT,Lebanon (AP)—
Israeli warplanes bombed a
suspected Palestinian position
Monday, warning guerrillas
against expansion in their territory and a Moslem leader
against deploying suicide
troops.
The Lebanese military command said one man was killed
and another wounded in the
predawn raid on the town of
Bhamdoun.

Military sources in Israel
said the air raid was intended
as a signal to Palestinian guerrillas who maintain positions
in the Druse-held central
mountains and farther east.

Thatcher accepts
resignation of Prior
LONDON (AP)_ Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher
accepted the resignation of
Northern Ireland Secretary
James Prior on Monday, and
appointed a deputy minister
to replace him.
Prior is leaving the Cabinet
to work for private industry.
Thatcher named Douglas
Hurd to take his place as
secretary.
A spokesman for Thatcher
said Prior's departure did not
signal any change in policy.

May on volcano
erupts in Manila
MANILA,Philippines
(AP)— Mayon -volcano,
which had been dormant for
six years, erupted Monday,
hurling ash and red-hot
boulders and rocks a mile
down its slopes.

No casualties have been
reported but authorities urged
the evacuation of villagers
near the burning crater, according to the Volcanology Commission.
The 7,852-foot volcano,
which buried 1,200 people in
an eruption 170 years ago, is
in Albay province.
Mayon's last eruption, in
May 1978, killed no one.

Iran foils
hijacking attempt
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP)—
Iran said Wednesday it successfully foiled a hijacking attempt on a domestic flight and
arrested four would-be sky
pirates.
According to the Islamic
Republic News Agency, the
hijackers wanted to take the
plane to Iraq.
IRNA said the plane was on
a flight between the southern
Iranian city of Shiraz and the
capital of Tehran.
Irag and Iran have been at
war for four years, and Iraq
has expressed its willingness to
give asylum to Iranians opposed
to
Ayatollah
Khomeini's regime.

